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Abstract 
We study the singular integral operators which have standard kernels and which are bounded on Orlicz 
spaces. We generalize the Tl theorem on Orlicz spaces and investigate Their boundedness from the Orlicz 
type Hardy space Hもto£1and from£00 to the Orlicz type BMO (namely BMO.,). Furthermore, we 
prove that these operators can be extended to bounded operators on some homogenous Sovolev spaces. 
1 Introduction 
The Calder6n-Zygmund singular integral operator T (CZ operator for a short) is a bounded linear operator 
onび（町） such that 
加） = j K(x,y)f(y)dy (x~supp(!)) 
]Rn 
for al f E L2(町） with compact support, where K(x, y) is a standard kernel, that is, a continuous function 










(IY-Yol < lx;yl), 
(1x-xol< lx;y1). 
?ー ，、ー ，?ー ，?．．．??
Here o E (0, 1] is a positive constant. In this paper, we denote TE CZO(o) if T satisfies above conditions 
(1.1)-(1.3). It is well known that any CZ operator extends to a bounded linear operator on LP for 1 < p < oo. 
CZ operators play an important role in harmonic analysis (see [2, 3]). 
Orlicz spaces are introduced by Orlicz in [4, 5]. They generalize Lebesgue spaces, and are useful tools 
on harmonic analysis. As for the CZ operators on Orlicz spaces, Cianchi [1] gave a nesseary and sufficient 
conditions on <I> and ([I for the boundedness from the Orlicz space£<I> to another Orlicz space L凹
Definition 1. 1. Anび（町） bounded linear integral operator T is said to be <l>-Calder6n-Zygmund operator 
(<I>-CZ operator for a short) if TE CZO(o) for some O < o::; 1. 
If <I>(r) = r2, then <l>-CZ operators are classical ones. In this sense, <l>-CZ operators generalize CZ opera-
tors. 
In this paper, in Section 2, we recall some definitions and results of classical harmonic analysis, and in 
Section 3, we give a definition of Orlicz type BMO and Orlicz type Hardy space. Furthermore, we give some 
results of those spaces and il.>-CZ operators. Finally, in Section 4, we prove the following main theorem: 
2Theorem 1.2. For a Young function <I> and a linear operator T : S→ S', we have the following 
(i) IJT is a <l>-CZ operator with c:= c:(<1>) < 5/4 and Tl,T*l E EMO, then T can be extended to a bounded 
operator from w2,e n w2,-e to w2,e + w2,-e. 
(i) In particular, if <I> E△幻▽2 and T is a <l>-CZ operator, then T can be extended to a bounded operator 
on L乞
2 Preliminaries 
A function if> : [O,oo]→ [O, oo] is called a Young function if if> is convex, left-continuous, linr→ +oif>(r) = 0 
and limr→ 0if>(r) = oo. There are many equivalent norms for Orlicz spaces. The following norm is called 
Luxenburg-Nakano norm. 
Definition 2.1. For a Young function if> and a measurable function f, we set 
L町町）：={fELに図） I j if>(k f(x)l)dxく oofor some k > 0 
11/11• ,~inf {入＞。 J即 •~·f~III"'s1} } 
The Orlicz space L<I> is a Banach space with its norm. 
For Young functions if> and並 wewrite if> CC= ¥JI if there exists a constant C such that 
if>(C-1r) :s; ¥Jl(r) :s; if>(Cr). Note that, if if>"= ¥JI, then 11/IIL~~ I JIIL虹
For a Young function 4>, the complementary functionむisdefined by 
飼 ={sup{rs-4>(s) sE[O,oo)} rE[O,oo), 
oo r = oo. 
To consider Orlicz spaces (that is to say, to consider Young functions), there are two important conditions 
of Young functions. Those come up from speciality of spaces£1 and L00. 
Definition 2.2. For a Young function屯
(1) q, E今 ifany a> l,there exists a constant Ca > 0 such that 4>(ar) S C池 (r)for al r 2'.0, 
(2) 4> E▽ 2 if th 
1 
ere exists a constant k > l such that 4> < --2k 剣kr)for al r > 0.
~ote that q, E今⇔ む€ ▽ 2. It is well known that for a Young function 4>, if 4> E今， wehave 
（戸）*=L色thatis to say, the dual space of戸 isequal to L.i,(see [15] for these results). From this, we 
obtain the following remark. 
Remark 2.3. Let q, Eふ andTbca屯CZoperator. Then, T* is a屯CZoperator. 
Where T* denotes the adjoint operator of T. 
To make matters clearer, we give the following numbers depending on Young functions: 
Definition 2.4. Let q, be a Young function. Then, we define 
P+ = P+(4>) := inf {1 Sp S oo I 4>(>.r) S入Pq,(r)for r 2'.0, 入>1}, 
P-= P-(4>) := sup { 1 S p S oo I 4>(入r)S).Pq,(r) for r 2'.0, 0 <入 Sl}. 
Remark that, if 4>(r)~ ザ,then P+ = P-= p. 
Those numbers have an important relationship with▽ 2 and△ 2,in the sense of the following lemma. 
3Lemma 2.5 ([14]). For a Young function <I>, we have 
(1) P+(<I>) < oo⇔ <I> E△2 
(2) p_(<I>) > 1⇔ <I> E▽2 
From this, if <I> ft▽ 2, then L~is possible to have a property close to L1. Conversely, if <I> ft△ 2, then L~ 
is possible to have a property close to£=. 
By an easy calculation, we have the following: 
Lemma 2.6. For a Young function屯
匹：＝匹（亜） =p: 干’
where占+? = 1 for O :;p :;oo. 
We note some results on Orlicz spaces below. Refer to [15,16] for these results. 
Lemma 2. 7. Let <f? be a Young function. Then, following conditions are equivalent. 
(1) <f? E▽ 2・
(2) The maximal opemtor Mis bounded on L'"'. 
Lemma 2.8. Let <f? be a Young function and w;1(s) := s11Pw―1 (s). Then, following conditions are equiva-
lent. 
(1) There exists a> 0 such that Wa;n(r)::; <f?(ar) for any r > 0,and 
［が+!悶~a)dt < oo, 
for enough small c > 0.
(2) The fmctional maximal opemtor Ma is bounded from L'"'to L凹
~ext, we recall definitions of Hardy spaces, BMO and their properties. At first, we define q-aroms, those 
are also called Hardy atoms. 
Definition 2.9. Let 1 :;q :;oo. We say a function A is a q-atom if there exists a ball B C 町 andA 
satisfies following conditions: 
(1) supp Ac B, (2) IIAllq'S IBl1土
(3) J A=O. 
Hereafter, we denote Aq by the set of al q-atoms. 
Definition 2.10. Let 1 < q <:'.oo. For f E S', f E HJ,atom if there exist {入j}Eがand{町}c Aq such 
that/=区;,1い.Furthermore we define 
I/ H~,atom (町） =inf { 1ふlt1I/=芦ふUj, Uj E Aq}. 
Where infimum token over al of decompositions off. 
It is well known that HJ,atom is independent from choice of 1 < q <:'.oo (see [2] foe example). From this, 
we define HJ,atom by H1 again. 
4Definition 2.11. For a measurable function f, we define 
1 
(1) IIJIIBMO = i忠万LIJ(x) -!Bldx. 
(2) BMO(政門={f E Lf.。CIll!IIBMOく oo}/P, 
where P denotes the set of al polynomial functions. 
The following lemma me皿 sthe equivalence稔，2= BMO. See [2] for example. 
Lemma 2.12. Let¢EC'. 戸（即） be a function satisfies J¢= 0 and supported on unit ball on即.Also, let 
叫x):=吾¢(舟） • Then, the norm 
.l 1 rB dt P 
IIJIIPぃ＝；悶En(Bl 1 L1のt* f(y)IPdyt) 
is independent from choice of 1~p く oo and q;satisfying above conditions. 凡 rthermore,we have 
IIJIIBMO ~ If穏，2
3 <I>-CZ singular operator,Orlicz type BMO 
In this section, we give some results of屯CZoperators, Orlicz type Hardy spaces and Orlicz type BMO. 
Remark 3.1. Let <I> E△ 2n▽ 2 be a Young function and T be a CZ operator. Then T is also a屯CZ
operator. 
Remark 3.1 follows directly from the following theorem. 
Theorem 3.2 ([6]). Let <I> E今 n▽2 be a Young function and T be a CZ operator. Then T is bounded on 
L西・
To consider about singular integral operators, "Weak Bounded Properties" have an important role. To 
define that, we prepare functions called bump functions. 
Definition 3.3. A c2ln/2l+2-function cp is said to be a bump function if it satisfies following conditions: 
(1) supp¢C B(D, 10) , (2)忙だ¢(x)I:S 1 (la :S 2[n/2] + 2). 
~ext, we give the definitions of the classical and generalized weakly bounded properties. Here and below, 
Let P+ =p+(叫 P-= P-(<I>) and Tx0(f)(x) := f(x -xo), fR(x) := R-nJ(x/R) for x E町
Definition 3.4. For a linear operator T : S(町）→ S'(町）， Tis said to be屯weaklybounded (屯WE)if 
there exists a constant C such that 
|〈T叫恥，Tyo如））I <:{ CR=n+n(~=:) (1 < R) 
CR 
叫 n('
叫 p_) (0 < R <:1), 
for al bump functions f, g and xo, Yo E JR.n. 
(3.1) 
Remark that, if <I>(r)'.:c rP for some 1 < p < oo, then TE <I>-WB is equivalent to TE WB, the classical 
Weak Boundedness. 
Lemma 3.5. Let T be a屯 CZoperator. Then, T E屯WB.
5Proof. Let f, g be bump functions. Then, we have 
ll!RII西 = R二 ｛ 入>0 1 Lれ <P( If(入弄）I ) :e i } 
=R二｛入>0 I kn Rn<P(lfr)I) :S 1} 
＜｛正inf!入IJil. 直 (RIC長） :S 1 
― R-ninf 入If1.n <P(R,;';=-碧） :e 1 l 
<{ R―n(lー ,t-llfl<1> (1 < R), 
― R―n(l 一 ~)llf <1> (0 < R :S1). 
(1 < R), 
(0 < R~1), 
Keeping in ind that IT(f)l<1> = I! <1>, applying Lemma 2.6 by Holder's inequality, we have 
|〈T叫恥，Ty0(gR)〉|こ IITち。五）I叫は(gR)IIふ
乏I/Rl<1>l9RIIふs{ R―2n+n(~+*)llfll叫 1911 ふ (1 < R), 
R―2n+n(古＋六）11位191は (0< R <:1) 
= { CR可+n(~—~) (1 < R) 
CR―n+n(合~) (O<R<;l), 
As a result, we have the consulsion. 
~ext, we define Orlicz type Hardy spaces and BMO. 
こ
Definition 3.6. A compactly supported integrable function A is said to be a <!>-atom if there exists a ball 
Be町 andsatisfying following conditions. 
(1) supp Ac B, 
(2) IAI屯 :SIXBII冨＼
(3) f A= 0.
Here and below, we denote Ail> by the set of al <I>-atoms. 
Definition 3. 7. Let <I> be a Young function. We define 
00 
亨）：= { f ES'(町） If心圧｛ふ}E 1, {叫 CAil> 
1/1因―rnr{ 1{ふJ, I t-J~ 朽",灼}cA•} } 
~ote that for any <l>-atorn, its£1 norm is bounded. So that, we have Hi C£1. 
Definition 3.8. Let <I> be a Young function. 
(1) lfl BMO。:= sup I! -!Blil>, 
B IIXB i> 
(2) BM0<1>(恨門：= {J E Lf0c(艮n)I lfl BMOa, < 00} /P. 
If <I>(r) =汗 (1< p :Soo), then Hi= H1. Furthermore, if <I>(r) =ザ (1:Sp< oo), then BM0<1> = BMO 
by the John-Nirenberg inequality. Using Holder's inequality, we can obtain the following easily. 
6Remark 3.9. For any Young function屯wehave 
BM0<1> cBMO. 
The following lemma was proved by Guilyev [18, 2014]. However, it is covered by general equivalence 
proved by Ho [19, 2012]. 
Lemma 3.10. If i[> E今， thenBM0<1> = EMO, that is 
IIJIIBMO., ~ JIIBMO・
Theorem 3.11. Let i[, Eふ IJTis a屯 CZoperator, then T* is bounded from L00 to BMOi/,・ 
To prove Theorem 3.11, we need following two lemmas. 
Lemma 3.12. Let i[, be a Young function and T be a亜 CZoperator. Then, T is bounded from H↓ to L1. 
Proof. From f E Hi can be decomposed into the sum of屯 atoms,considering the boundedness of屯 atom.
Let a(x) be a屯 atombounded on Band B* := 2B. Then, 
in ITa(x) dx = l.ITa(x)ldx + jか）c Ta(x)ldx 
=I+ JI. 
Thanks to Holder's inequality, the size condition of a(x) and 





Next, we estimate JI. By (1.2),we obtain 
II= J J K(x, y)a(y)dy dx (B•)c B 
= j j K(x, y) -K(x, xo)a(y)dy dx (B•)c B 
~j (j A2IY -xolo la(y)ldy)dx 
(B•)c B Ix -YI n+o 
~A足Ila L'(B)j dx 
lx-xol22r Ix -Xo n+o 
乏1.
? ?
Letび bethe set of al L'" f・ comp -unct10ns with compact support. 
Lemma 3.13. Let <I> E△ 2-Then the dual of Hi is BMOふ.More precisely, we have the following assertions: 
(1) Ifb E BMOぷ， thenthe mapping 
£= fb : f EL~omp • J f(x)b(x)dx E IC 
can be extended to a bounded linear functional on H↓ •Also, we have 
1£I乏lbBMO/i,・ 
7(2) Conversely, if l isa continuous liner functional on H↓, then there exists b E BMOふsuchthat f(J) = 
J f(x)b(x)dx for al Lぎ6mpand that 
llbllBMO呑乏 1£ ・ 
Proof. (1) Let A be any if>-atom supported on B. From the moment condition of A, 
瓜A)=J bA= J (b-bB)A. 
B 
From Holder's inequity on Orlicz spaces, 
fb(A)I乏 b-bBII叫IAl<1>:;I bllBMO句
So, we have eb E (Hl)*. 
(2) Let£E (Hl)*, Bj := B(O, 2り， anddefine 
L魯(Bj):= { f Eび(Bj)I j f=O }・
Then/!: 戸 (Bj)o→IC is a bounded linear operator. In fact, if supp f E Bゎ
t(J)I <: I tllcH.:,J•llfllH.:, 乏 tlcH.:,J・IIXB,11叫IJIい(B,)
From <I> Eふ， thedual of L魯(Bi)is L魯(Bj)- So, there exists a unique gJ E L屈(Bj)which satisfies the 
following condition for al f E L閤(Bサ
l(J) = J威， gj Lふ乏 11£lcHtJ•llxB,ll<1>
For j < k and f E L魯(Bj),we have 
J (gk -mB, (gk))f = J狐f.
Thanks to the uniqueness of gj, we have 
9j = (gk -mB, (gり）XB,・ 
Let hi:= gj -mq(l)(g,)・By (2), for 1 <:j < k and x E Bi we have 
加一柘=9k -gj -m叫gり+m叫gj)= 0. 
Let 
g = {lim1→(X)凡 (ifthe limit exists), 
0 (otherwise). 
Next, we prove g E BMOふ.For any ball B c町， choosej satisfying B C B1. Then, we have 
I 9i-m(gi)IIL"'.::'. Ilg』Ii乏11£(Hl)・IIXB,Iq, 
From this, we have g E BMOふ・
Proof of Theorem 3.11. Immediately from Lemma 3.12 and Lemma 3.13. 
? ?
?」
84 Proof of Main teorems 
To prove Theorem 1.2 (i), we prepare the following proposition: 
Proposition 4.1. For a singular integral operator T : S(股門→ S'(即）， IfE = n( 1 1 0 P+ I?-) < 4 and 
TE <I>-W B and Tl, T*l E BMO, then T extends to a bounded operator from W2,£n w2,-£to W2,£+ W2• ―汽
We leave proof by the convenience of pages. 
Proof of Theorem 1.2 (i). Immediately from Proposition 4.1 and Lemma 3.5. 口
~ext, we prove Theorem 1.2 (i). At first, we prove the interpolation theorem on Orlicz spaces. 
Theorem 4.2. Let屯WE△2n▽ 2 be Young functions such that P+ (W) < P-(<I>) and T be a屯 CZopemtor. 
Then, for f E L <I> n L汽wehave ITfll屯乏 llfllw•
To prove this theorem, we need some lemmas and a theorem. 
Definition 4.3. Let i[, be a Young function and f be a measurable function. Then, we define 
1 
嶋 (J)(x)= sup IIJIIL町Q),Q3x IXQ i> 
where Q moves over al cubes containing x. 
Here and below, let M be a Hardy-Littlewood maximal operator. Remark that if a Young function i[, 
satisfies i[, E▽ 2,then Mis bounded on£il>[15,16]. 
Lemma 4.4. For a Young function i[, Eふ andany non-negative functions, we have 
(M(JP-)(x))1IPー乏 Mi!>(f)(x)乏(M(JP+))l!P+,
for al x E即．
We leave the proof again. 
Lemma 4.5. For Young functions i[, E△ 2 and'¥E▽ 2,satisfying P+(i[,) < P-偉）， Mil>is bounded on L凹
Proof. From Lemma 3.15, we have 
IIMi!>(f)llw :'s ll(M(JP+位）））三
=(IIM(f匹 (i!>l)I豆ナ）戸向










= I! 1,. 
［コ
Finally, we invoke the following theorem: 
9Theorem 4.6 ([17]). Let d E NU {0}. Assume that <I> E△ 2n▽ 2.Then, the following are equivalent: 
(i) FE L町田）．
(i) There exist a sequence of functions {叫芦1,a sequence of non-negative numbers {入｝芦1,a sequence 
of cubes {Qサ芦 withthe following properties: 
(a) 1区；ふXQ,旧<oo, 
(b) supp(aj) c QJ, 
(c) laJ oo <: 1, 
(d) J a(x)呼 dx= 0 for al multi-index a satisfying lal < d, Q, 
(e) f =~'f=凸aJ in戸（即）．
Proof of Theorem 4.2. Decompose f E L柘戸 asin Theorem 4.6. Remark that we archive ~'f=1 入パQ」中乏




＝立互(x)x2Q,(x) +立互(x)x知 ¥2Q,(x) 
J=l J=l 
: = I(x) + II(x), 
in L<1>nL凹 Atfirst, we estimate I(x). Let g be a function such that g E L;j; with lgl位=1. Then, from 
Holder's inequality and the boundedness of an Orlicz type maximal operator Mg; on L'" (assumption and 
Lemma 4.5), we have 
j II(x)・g(x)ldx-<: j fふX2Q,(x)IITaj(x)・g(x)ldx 




゜ 1 乏区州Ila』I= llgx2q, 1i>l2Q』







Next, we estimate II(x). Since J aj= 0, we get 




where x1 is the center of Qj. Keeping in mind that lx2•B'"'= 1/4>(五)<:'. 2"+ IIXBII fork 2'. 1, we have 
J 
00 
知 ¥2Q,IJI(x)・g(x)ldx =~L+'Q,\炉Q, II(x)・g(x)ldx 
<芦L+1\2•Q, (t IふIh, IK(x,y) -K(x,xj)I aj(Y)ldy) g(x)ldx 
乏戸lk+'Q,¥沖Q,(戸 Ajl; l;y_-x;』：6凡(y)dy) lg(x)ldx 
00 00 
乏こ 1 k=l~ 芦1.+'Q,囚llg(x)ldx
:sf四 (1-;/P+位)） If A1XQ, I叫lg(x)l;i 
k=l j=l 
く 1.
Thus, we have T f E L丸togetherwith the desired estimate. 亡
Theorem 4.7 ([13]). For a singular integral operator T: S(町）→S'(町）， IJTE W B and Tl, T*l E BMO, 
then Te叫endsto a bounded operator on L竺
Proof of Theorem 1.2 (i). Let <I> E△ 2 n v'2 and T be a屯CZoperator. From Theorem 4.2 and P-> 1, 
there exists p > l such that Tis bounded on LP. Thus, we have TE WB. Furthermore, from Theorem 3.11 
and Lemma 3.10, we have Tl E BMO'" = BMO and T*l E BMO<f> = BMO. Then, applying theorem 4.7, we 
have the desired result. 亡
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